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A B S T R A C T

A novel approach based on long short-term memory (LSTM) networks that can incorporate
multivariate time series data, including historical tourism volume data, search engine data and
weather data, is proposed for forecasting the daily tourism volume of tourist attractions. The
proposed approach is applied to forecast the daily tourism volume of Jiuzhaigou and Huangshan
Mountain Area, two famous tourist attractions in China. Through these two applications, the
validity of the proposed approach is verified. In addition, the forecasting power of the approach
with historical data, search engine data and weather data is stronger than that without search
engine data or without both search engine data and weather data, which provides evidence that
search engine data and weather data are of great significance to tourism volume forecasting.

Introduction

As one of the important research areas in tourism management, tourism volume forecasting has attracted much attention of both
academics and practitioners (Song & Hyndman, 2011; Song & Li, 2008). Accurate tourism volume forecasting is an important part of
efficient business operations and destination management (Palmer, Montano, & Sesé, 2006). Hitherto, many tourism volume fore-
casting models have been proposed (Song, Qiu, & Park, 2019). From the perspective of prediction granularity, most of these models
focus on long-term forecasting (e.g., monthly, quarterly and annual) of relatively large areas (e.g., provinces, countries and regions).
The prediction results of these studies can provide a reference for macro policy development. However, for a smaller area (e.g., a
tourist attraction), short-term (e.g. daily) and high-frequency prediction is more important (Divino & McAleer, 2010; Pan & Yang,
2017). Based on the short-term (e.g. daily) prediction results, on the one hand, tourism managers can formulate tourism packages or
pricing strategies to increase tourist arrivals in periods of low demand (Divino & McAleer, 2010); on the other hand, tourism
managers can make staffing arrangements and develop emergency plans to prevent the occurrence of tourist detention in periods of
high demand (Li, Chen, Wang, & Ming, 2018). However, studies on short-term volume forecasting of a relatively small area are very
rare.

In this study, we mainly focus on daily tourism volume forecasting for tourist attractions. To obtain more accurate forecasting
results, two factors should be considered, i.e., the predictor variable used in the forecasting, and the method or technology used in the
forecasting. In terms of the first factor, historical tourism volume data (thereafter called historical data) are the most commonly used
predictor variable in tourism volume forecasting, and acceptable predictions can often be obtained using this kind of predictor
variable. However, the accuracy of the forecasted results using historical data is usually limited to a certain extent when unexpected
events occur or on the special days (Yang, Pan, & Song, 2014). In recent years, some studies have verified a significant correlation
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between search engine data and tourism volume (Dergiades, Mavragani, & Pan, 2018; Yang et al., 2014; Yang, Pan, Evans, & Lv,
2015). On this basis, some scholars have tried to use the search engine data to forecast tourism volume, and relatively good results are
achieved in these studies (Bangwayo-Skeete & Skeete, 2015; Gunter & Önder, 2016; Huang, Zhang, & Ding, 2017; Pan, Wu, & Song,
2012; Sun, Wei, Tsui, & Wang, 2019; Yang et al., 2015). Besides, for a tourist attraction, the weather data have a certain influence on
the tourist volume (Falk, 2013; Falk, 2014; Meyer & Dewar, 1999; Otero-Giráldez, Álvarez-Díaz, & González-Gómez, 2012). For
example, in general, the tourist volume of a tourist attraction during normal weather (e.g., sunny, cloudy) would be significantly
greater than that in extreme weather (e.g., heavy rain). Therefore, the weather data should be considered when forecasting the daily
tourism volume of a tourist attraction (Álvarez-Díaz & Rosselló-Nadal, 2010). However, the studies on simultaneously using of
historical data, search engine data and weather data to forecast the daily tourism volume of a tourist attraction have not been found.
In terms of the second factor, hitherto, the commonly used method or technology for tourism volume forecasting mainly includes
three categories, i.e., time series analysis approaches, econometric approaches, and artificial intelligence approaches (Song & Li,
2008). When these approaches or technologies are used, the time lags of observations required to make predictions need to be
diagnosed and specified from detailed analysis in a fixed form. However, the temporal dependence may change over different time
periods in some cases, and the above traditional approaches can only use a fixed overall global temporal dependence of the ob-
servation. Obviously, the temporal dependence information is not fully utilized by the above traditional approaches or technologies,
especially when multiple independent variables (or observations) are used. By contrast, long short-term memory (LSTM) networks
are a kind of deep learning technology that can automatically learn the temporal context of input sequences to make better pre-
dictions. In other words, the time lags of observations no longer must be diagnosed and specified as in the above traditional ap-
proaches or technologies. Instead, the time lags of observations can be automatically learned, even the changes to the time lags can
also be automatically learned. Therefore, LSTM networks are a powerful tool for tourism volume forecasting (Law, Li, Fong, & Han,
2019). Based on the analysis of the above two factors, if the approach based on LSTM networks that can simultaneously use historical
data, search engine data and weather data is invented, then more accurate forecasting results could be expected.

In this study, a novel approach based on LSTM networks that can simultaneously use historical data, search engine data and
weather data is proposed for forecasting the daily tourism volume of tourist attractions. The approach is composed of four stages, i.e.,
stage 1, collecting data; stage 2, preprocessing data; stage 3, training LSTM networks; and stage 4, predicting tourist volumes. In stage
1, the relevant data for tourism volume forecasting are collected. In stage 2, the collected data are converted into the data form that
can be directly used by LSTM networks. In stage 3, the LSTM networks are trained based on the obtained preprocessed data. In the
final stage, the future tourism volume can be predicted based on the trained LSTM networks. The proposed approach is applied to
forecast the daily tourism volume of Jiuzhaigou and Huangshan Mountain Area (HMA), two famous tourist attractions in China.
Through these two applications, the validity of the proposed approach is verified. In addition, the forecasting power of the approach
with historical data, search engine data and weather data is stronger than that without search engine data or without both search
engine data and weather data, which provide evidence that search engine data and weather data are of great significance to tourism
volume forecasting.

Literature review

Models for tourism forecasting

Hitherto, a variety of tourism volume forecasting approaches have been proposed, such as time series analysis approaches
(Athanasopoulos & Hyndman, 2008; Beneki, Eeckels, & Leon, 2012; Chan, Lim, & Mcaleer, 2005; Cho, 2001; Du Preez & Witt, 2003;
Fildes, Wei, & Ismail, 2011; Goh & Law, 2002; Lim & McAleer, 2002), econometric approaches (Assaf, Li, Song, & Tsionas, 2018; Cao,
Li, & Song, 2017; De Mello & Fortuna, 2005; Shan & Wilson, 2001; Shen, Li, & Song, 2009; Song, Witt, & Jensen, 2003; Turner & Witt,
2001), and artificial intelligence (AI) approaches (Song & Li, 2008), etc. Since the main purpose of this study is to propose an AI
approach for forecasting the tourism volume of tourist attractions, this subsection only summarizes the related studies on tourism
volume forecasting based on AI approaches. The introduction and review of time series analysis approaches and econometric ap-
proaches are not given here, which can be found in Song et al. (2019).

With the rapid development and wide application of AI approaches, they have also emerged in the field of tourism forecasting in
recent years. The core idea of AI approaches is to train the AI algorithm using tourism volume related data, then a predictor that can
fit the functional relationship between the actual tourism volume and its influencing factors can be obtained. Based on the obtained
predictor, the future tourism volume can be forecasted (Silva, Hassani, Heravi, & Huang, 2019). The main advantage of AI ap-
proaches is that they not only do not require any assumptions of the data, but also have the characteristics of adaptability and
nonlinearity that especially suitable for nonlinear prediction (Song & Li, 2008). According to the principle in forecasting, AI ap-
proaches can be further divided into two categories, i.e., shallow learning approaches and deep learning approaches. Shallow
learning approaches refer to a kind of AI algorithms with relatively few hidden layers, which usually require manual rules to
construct data features (Kon & Turner, 2005). The commonly used shallow learning approaches in tourism volume forecasting are
back propagation neural networks (BPNN) (Burger, Dohnal, Kathrada, & Law, 2001; Law, 2000), support vector machines (SVM)
(Claveria, Monte, & Torra, 2016; Sencheong & Turner, 2005), rough set approach (Au & Law, 2000; Law & Au, 2000), and extreme
learning machine (Sun et al., 2019), etc. In contrast to the shallow learning approaches, the deep learning approaches refer to a kind
of AI algorithms with relatively more hidden layers and complex structures, which can automatically learn the features from the data
(Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). Although deep learning approaches have been successfully applied in many fields, studies on
tourism forecasting using deep learning approaches are still very scarce. Only limited literatures related to this issue can be found
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(Law et al., 2019). For example, Law et al. (2019) proposed a deep learning approach to meet the challenges in tourism forecasting
when massive amounts of search intensity indices are adopted as tourism demand indicators. To verify the validity of the proposed
approach, an empirical study is conducted based on the monthly Macau tourist arrival volumes. The results show that the proposed
approach significantly outperforms BPNN and SVM. Since deep learning approaches have a good performance in tourism volume
forecasting, and the research on tourism volume forecasting based on deep learning approaches is still very scarce, thus more tourism
volume forecasting approaches based on deep learning need to be developed.

Tourism forecasting with search engine data

Information search is an important part of the traveler's decision-making process. With the development of the Internet, tourists
can acquire tourism information more actively, anytime and anywhere. Web search data are gradually becoming one of the main
sources of tourism information, which are valuable for analyzing tourists' decision-making processes and future behaviors. Therefore,
more and more attentions have been paid to the application of web search data for tourism forecasting (Dergiades et al., 2018; Yang
et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015). The commonly used web search engine data are Google Trends or Baidu Index. On the one hand,
studies have shown that the use of Google Trends can significantly improve the precision of tourist forecasting (Bangwayo-Skeete &
Skeete, 2015; Gunter & Önder, 2016; Pan et al., 2012; Rivera, 2016). For example, Pan et al. (2012) investigated the usefulness of
Google search data in forecasting demand for hotel rooms. On the other hand, Baidu is the most commonly search engine used in
China, and studies have shown that the use of Baidu Index can significantly improve the precision of tourist forecasting in China
(Huang et al., 2017; Li, Pan, Law, & Huang, 2017; Sun et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2015). For example, Yang et al. (2015) used search
engine data to forecast the tourist arrivals to the Hainan Province of China. The results indicate that both Google Trends and Baidu
Index can significantly improve forecasting performance. Besides, these types of search engine data are also compared, and they
found that Baidu Index performed better than Google Trends since Baidu has a larger market share in China.

Tourism forecasting with weather data

Weather is an important factor in the tourism industry (Becken, 2013; Martín, 2005). Weather is a necessary condition and also a
key attraction for travel (Pan & Yang, 2017). Studies have shown that there is a certain correlation between weather and tourist
volume, and weather data can be used to predict tourist volume (Falk, 2013; Falk, 2014; Meyer & Dewar, 1999; Otero-Giráldez et al.,
2012). However, studies on tourism forecasting using weather data are still relatively scarce to date. Only few literatures that directly
relate to this issue can be found (Álvarez-Díaz & Rosselló-Nadal, 2010; Pan & Yang, 2017). For example, Álvarez-Díaz and Rosselló-
Nadal (2010) fitted a transfer function model and an artificial neural network to forecast monthly British tourism demand for the
Balearic Islands based on weather data. The results show that incorporating weather data can increase predictive power.

LSTM networks

Basic concepts

Long short-term memory networks are a kind of recurrent neural networks (RNNs). To better introduce LSTM, we first give a brief
description of RNNs. RNNs are an improved version of traditional neural networks specially used to analyze time sequences data. In
traditional neural networks, neurons receive information from the input layer and map the received information to the output layer
through the hidden layers. In this process, there is no information feedback in the whole network. Due to the structural limitations,
each input sample can only be processed separately in traditional neural networks, and there is no correlation between each input
sample. Consequently, traditional neural networks cannot capture the dynamic temporal behaviour for time sequences data.
Therefore, traditional neural networks are not effective in dealing with time sequences problems. However, many tasks are time
sequences related, such as tourism volume forecasting. To obtain better prediction results, the time feature information of sequential
time-series data needs to be mined and utilized. On the basis of the traditional neural networks, RNNs introduce a directional loop,
which makes their underlying topology of inter-neuronal connections contain at least one cycle, as shown in Fig. 1(a). It can be seen
from Fig. 1(a) that there are loops in RNNs, which allows information to be passed in the network from one step to the next. If the
loops in RNNs are unrolled, the RNNs can be regarded as multiple copies of the same normal neural network, where each normal
neural network passing a message to the next neural network, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). Unlike normal neural networks, RNNs
can process time sequences of inputs using their internal state (memory), which allows RNNs to exhibit dynamic temporal behaviour
for time sequences data.

Although RNNs are well suited for processing sequence data, RNNs have their inherent problems in learning long-term de-
pendencies, i.e., the vanishing and exploding gradients. To overcome the inherent problems of RNNs, LSTM networks are designed to
learn long-term dependencies. LSTM networks are able to remember information for long periods of time and perform tremendously
well on a large variety of practical problems. The LSTM networks have the same chain structure as the basic RNNs. The main
difference between the LSTM networks and RNNs is that the module of LSTM networks has four layers, and the information is
exchanged in a special way, as shown in Fig. 2. The core of the LSTM networks is the cell state, i.e., the horizontal line between Ct−1
and Ct, as shown in Fig. 3. The cell state is a bit like a conveyor belt, which runs directly on the entire chain with only a few minor
linear interactions. Information can easily flow along it.

With the input of new information, the cell state needs to be updated. The main purpose of updating the cell state is to remove the
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information that has less impact on the prediction results, and to add the information that has a greater impact on the prediction
results, so as to improve the prediction accuracy. To update the cell state, the structures called gates are designed in LSTM module. A
gate is composed of a multiplication operation ( ) and a sigmoid neural network layer ( ), allowing information to optionally go
through. The outputs of the sigmoid neural network layer are numbers between 0 and 1, describing how much information should be
let through, where 0 and 1 respectively mean “let nothing through” and “let everything through”.

The process of information processing in LSTM module

Based on the above basic concepts, the process of information processing in LSTM module is given in this subsection. The process
is composed of the following four steps, as in Fig. 4.

Step 1. Determining what information should be removed from the cell state Ct−1. This process is implemented by a kind of gate
in LSTM model called “forget gate”, as shown in Fig. 4(a). It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that the inputs of the sigmoid layer are ht−1
and xt, and output a vector ft for the activation values of the forget gate. The element in ft is between 0 and 1, where 0 and 1
respectively represent “completely get rid of Ct−1” and “completely keep Ct−1”. ft can be calculated by Eq. (1), i.e.,

= +f W h x b( [ , ] )t f t t f1 (1)

where Wt and bt are the weights matrices and biases vectors for ft, respectively.
Step 2. Determining what information should be stored in the cell state. This step mainly includes two parts, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

The left part is called the “input gate”, which outputs a vector it for the activation values of the input gate, deciding which values
should be updated. The right part determines the vector of new candidate values Ct that could be added to the state by a tanh layer.
Based on ht−1 and xt, it and Ct can be respectively calculated by Eqs. (2) and (3), i.e.,

= +i W h x b( [ , ] )t i t t i1 (2)

= +C W h x btanh( [ , ] )t C t t C1 (3)

where Wi and bi are the weights matrices and biases vectors for it; WC and bC are the weights matrices and biases vectors for Ct ,
respectively.

Step 3. Updating the old cell state Ct−1 into the new cell state Ct, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Based on the obtained ft, it andCt , the new
cell state Ct can be updated by Eq. (4), i.e.,

= +C f C i Ct t t t t1 (4)

Step 4. Determining the output of the LSTM module. This step includes two parts, as shown in Fig. 4(d). The left part is called the
“output gates”, which outputs a vector ot for the activation values of the output gate, determining what parts of the cell state should
output. ot can be obtained by Eq. (5), i.e.,

= +o W h x b( [ , ] )t o t t o1 (5)

where Wo and bo are the weights matrices and biases vectors for ot, respectively.
The right part is to convert values in the vector of the cell state to −1 and 1 by a tanh function. By multiplying ot and the

converted values of cell state, the output ht can be calculated by Eq. (6).

=h o Ctanh( )t t t (6)

Fig. 3. The cell state of LSTM module.
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Methodology

LSTM architecture for daily tourism volume forecasting

The historical data, search engine data and weather data are simultaneously considered in daily tourism volume forecasting for
tourist attractions in this study. Based on the three kinds of data, a LSTM architecture for daily tourism volume forecasting is given, as
shown in Fig. 5. In the figure, the output is the tourism volume on the (t+ 1)th day, the inputs are the historical data, search engine
data, and weather data from the (t-ts+1)th day to the tth day, where the ts denotes the time step of the LSTM architecture, indicating
that the number of the lagged days used in training the model. In the tsth time step (the (t-ts+ 1)th day), the historical data, search
engine data, and weather data of the day are connected to multiple LSTM modules at the same time, and each LSTM module will
output a cell state according to the input data. This cell state can capture the contribution of current tourism volume, search data and
weather data to the tourism volume on the day to be forecasted. Each cell state will carry some useful information to each subsequent
LSTM module. On this basis, the cell state of each LSTM module on the (t-ts + 2)th day will be update based the inputted cell state
and the tourism volume, search data and weather data on the (t-ts+ 2)th day. Repeat this process until the tth day. Further, the cell
state of each LSTM module on the tth day is connected to a dense layer. Finally, the dense layer is connected to the output layer,
which is used to fit the tourism volume on the (t + 1)th day.

The promise of the LSTM architecture for daily tourism volume forecasting

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the historical data, search engine data and weather data should be simultaneously used
in daily tourism volume forecasting for tourist attractions. When the above three kinds of data are considered at the same time, the
data for daily tourism volume forecasting usually have the following characteristics: (1) They have some nonlinearity; (2) They are
simultaneously affected by multiple explanatory variables, and the lag order or temporal dependence between each explanatory
variable and the actual tourism volume may not be the same; (3) The lag order or temporal dependence between each explanatory
variable and the actual tourism volume may vary with circumstance. Considering the above characteristics, some existing models,
such as ARIMA, artificial neural networks (ANN), and support vector regression (SVR), cannot fully capture and mine the complex
relationship between the explanatory variables and the actual tourism volume. As a result, these models may not be ideal for daily
tourism volume forecasting. The reasons are discussed as follows. (1) The above three kinds of data need to be considered si-
multaneously in daily tourism volume forecasting, which will involve many explanatory variables. As the number of explanatory
variables increases, this will make it difficult for some forecasting models to learn from training samples (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003;
Zhang, Zhang, & Yang, 2003). (2) When the above models are used to forecast daily tourism volume, it is necessary to determine the
lead or lag order between each explanatory variable and the actual tourism volume. As mentioned above, there are many explanatory
variables involved in daily tourism volume forecasting. Therefore, if the lead or lag order between each explanatory variable and the
actual tourism volume is detected one by one, then extensive human effort will be required (Sun et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2015). (3) A
fixed lead or lag order (temporal dependence) between each explanatory variable and the time series data is adopted in the above
models (Law et al., 2019). However, the lead or lag order may vary with circumstance. For example, when an emergency occurs, the
lag relationship between tourism volume and explanatory variables may be different from that of normal days. However, the above
models can only use a fixed average lead or lag order to forecast daily tourism volume (Gers, Eck, & Schmidhuber, 2002; Sutskever,
Vinyals, & Le, 2014). Obviously, the existing models cannot fully capture and mine the complex relationship between the explanatory
variables and the actual tourism volume. It is necessary to point out that the problem of high dimension of independent variables may

Fig. 5. The LSTM architecture for daily tourism volume forecasting.
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be coped by the reduction dimension methods, such as factor decomposition and dynamic decomposition factors (Bräuning &
Koopman, 2014). However, these methods can neither automatically identify the lead or lag order between each explanatory variable
and the actual tourism volume nor fully utilize the changes of the lead or lag order. Therefore, considering the characteristics of daily
tourism volume data, it is necessary to develop new forecasting models.

It should be noted that the LSTM architecture can not only capture the nonlinear relationship between explanatory variables and
daily tourism volume, but also learn a mapping function for the explanatory variables over time to daily tourism volume. In addition
to these general benefits, the LSTM architecture can also learn the temporal dependence from the data through the cell state, and a
fixed set of lagged observations does not need to be specified (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). More importantly, the lead or lag
order that varies with circumstance can also be learned (Sutskever et al., 2014). Therefore, the LSTM architecture is a promising
approach for daily tourism volume forecasting.

The approach for daily tourism volume forecasting

In this section, a novel approach based on the LSTM networks that can simultaneously use historical data, search engine data and
weather data is proposed for forecasting the daily tourism volume. The forecasting approach is given in Fig. 6, which composed of
four stages, i.e., stage 1, collecting data; stage 2, preprocessing data; stage 3, training LSTM networks; and stage 4, forecasting tourist
volumes. The detailed descriptions of the four stages are given below.

Stage 1. Collecting data
This stage is mainly to collect the relevant data for tourism volume forecasting. The data mainly include the following three kinds,

i.e., historical data, search engine data, and weather data. The collection process of these three kinds of data is given as follows.

(1) The collection of historical data.

Usually the destination or tourist attraction will count the daily tourist volume, thus the historical data can be obtained directly.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the tourism volume on the (T + 1)th day is unknown and to be predicted. Then the
historical tourist volumes from 1th day to Tth day are known, denoted as H = (h1,h2,…,hT), where ht represents the historical
tourism volume of tth day, t = 1, 2, …, T. Take the historical tourism volumes in Stage 1 of Fig. 6 as an example, H = (h1,h2,
…,hT) = (3130,1523,…,10019).

(2) The collection of search engine data.

Tourists usually collect the relevant information of destinations before making travel decisions through the Internet, such as
transportation, hotel and weather. Web search data are gradually becoming one of the main sources of travel information, which are
valuable for analyzing tourists' decision-making processes and future behaviors.

The collection process of search engine data mainly includes three steps, i.e., (1) determining the keyword sets KW= {kw1,kw2,
…,kwK}, where kwk denotes the kth keyword, k = 1, 2, …, K; (2) entering keyword kwk into search tools such as Google Trends or
Baidu Index to get the historical search volume of keyword kwk, denoted as Sk = (s1k, s2k,…, sTk), where stk represents the search
volume of keyword kwk on the tth day, k= 1, 2, …, K, t= 1, 2, …, T; (3) calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between Sk
and H with different lag periods, and eliminating the keywords with lower correlation coefficient. Finally, the set of keywords that are
highly relevant to the historical tourist volumes can be obtained, denoted as KW′ = {kw1,kw2,…,kwK′}, where kwk′ denotes the k′th
keyword in KW′, k′ = 1, 2, …, K′, K′ ≤ K. The historical search volume of keyword kwk′ is Sk′ = (s1k′, s2k′,…, sTk′), where stk′ represents
the search volume of keyword kwk′ on the tth day, k′ = 1, 2, …, K′, t = 1, 2, …, T, K′ ≤ K.

(3) The collection of weather data.

The history and future weather data of the tourist attractions can be obtained directly from the relevant weather website, such as
World weather (https://www.worldweatheronline.com/) and Tianqi (http://lishi.tianqi.com/). In this study, two kinds of weather
data are used, i.e., the weather condition and the temperature. The weather condition is denoted asWw = (w1w,w2w,…,wTw,wT+1w),
where wtw indicate the weather state on the tth day, t= 1, 2, …, T. The temperature is described by two variables, i.e., the minimum
temperature (Wmint = (w1mint,w2mint,…,wTmint,wT+1mint)) and the maximum temperature (Wmaxt = (w1maxt,w2maxt,
…,wTmaxt,wT+1maxt)), where wtmint and wtmaxt respectively indicate the minimum temperature and the maximum temperature on the
tth day, t = 1, 2, …, T. Since the weather conditions are nominal data, they cannot directly perform mathematical calculations.
Before preprocessing the collected weather condition data, we first convert them into dummy variables according to their suitable
degree for travel. The conversion rules are defined as shown in Table 1.

It should be noted that the way of using weather data is different from that of the using of historical data and search engine data in
forecasting. The future weather data can be directly obtained through the weather forecast, which will have a certain degree of
influence on tourism volume. Therefore, when making predictions, not only the historical weather data but also the future weather
data are used.

J.-W. Bi, et al. Annals of Tourism Research 83 (2020) 102923
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Training LSTM

Fig. 6. The forecasting approach.

Table 1
The conversion rules of converting the weather condition data into dummy vari-
ables.

Weather condition Dummy variables

Heavy/moderate rain/snow (1,0,0)
Light rain/snow, shower and snow shower (0,1,0)
Sunny, cloudy and overcast (0,0,1)
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Stage 2. Preprocessing data
This stage is mainly to convert the collected data into the data form that can be directly used by the LSTM networks, which mainly

includes the following three steps.

(1) Combining the three kinds of data into one matrix DJ×T, i.e.,
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where dj represents the jth predictor valuable in DJ×T, J denotes the total number of predictor variables, j= 1, 2, …, J. It should be
noted that when constructing the matrix DJ×T, the historical data and search engine data from the 1th day to the Tth day are used,
while the weather data from the 2th day to the (T + 1)th day are used.

(2) Data normalization

Since the obtained three kinds of data belong to different types of information, they are incommensurate. To improve the
forecasting accuracy, the data need to be normalized. Specifically, each line dj in DJ×T can be normalized by the following Eq. (7),
i.e.,
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where djt represents the tth element in dj, djt represents the normalized result of djt.
Based on the obtained djt , DJ×T can be further expressed as ×DJ T , i.e.,
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(3) Constructing training samples.

Let ts denote the time step of the LSTM networks. According to the obtained ×DJ T , T − ts training samples can be constructed,
denoted as TD1, TD2, …, TDT−ts, where TDg represents the gth training sample, g=1, 2, …, T− ts. TDg can be further expressed in the
form of a matrix, i.e.,
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where the data corresponding to the 1th to tsth column are the inputs of the LSTM networks, and the data corresponding to the
(ts + 1)th column is the output of the LSTM networks.

Taking the data in Stage 2 of Fig. 6 as an example, if g = 1, then TDg can be expressed as
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where the 0.4216 corresponding to the (ts+ 1)th column is the output of the LSTM networks, and the data corresponding to the 1th
to tsth column are the inputs of the LSTM networks.

Stage 3. Training LSTM networks
In accordance with the obtained TD1, TD2, …, TDT−ts, the LSTM networks can be trained. The inputs of the LSTM networks are the

data corresponding to the 1th to tsth column in each training sample, and output of the LSTM networks is the data corresponding to
the (ts+ 1)th column in each training sample. By training the LSTM networks using the T-ts constructed training samples, the LSTM
networks with actual prediction capabilities can be obtained. The detailed training principle and process of the LSTM networks can be
found in Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997).

Stage 4. Forecasting tourism volumes
In the third step of Stage 2 in Fig. 6, not only the T − ts training samples, but also the input data (ID) for forecasting tourist

volumes of the (T + 1)th day can be obtained. The form of ID is the same as that of TDg, the only difference is that the value
corresponding to the (ts+ 1)th column in ID is unknown and needs to be forecasted. Take the data in Fig. 6 as an example, input data
for forecasting the tourist volumes of the (T + 1)th day are
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By inputting the ID into the trained LSTM networks in Stage 3, the tourism volumes of the (T + 1)th day can be obtained.

Experimental study

This paper takes two famous tourist attractions in China (Jiuzhaigou and Huangshan Mountain Area) as examples to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed approach. The processes of the data collection and preprocessing, the performance measures, the
parameter selection, the experimental results analysis and the model discussion will be given in the subsequent subsection, re-
spectively.

Data collection and preprocessing

The collection and preprocessing processes of historical data, search engine data and weather data concerning the two tourist
attractions are given as follows.

(1) Historical data.

We used the daily tourism volume released by the official website as the sample source. For Jiuzhaigou, a total of 1642 samples
were collected from January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2017, as shown in Fig. 7. For Huangshan Mountain Area (HMA), a total of 1826
samples were collected from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2018, as shown in Fig. 8.

(2) Search engine data.

According to the travel needs of tourists, several initial keywords are first selected, such as “Jiuzhaigou”, “Jiuzhaigou Weather”,
“Jiuzhaigou Hotel” and “Jiuzhaigou Airport”. Then, the initial keywords are extended using the keywords' automatic re-
commendation technology of Baidu. Further, the Pearson correlation coefficients between the Baidu Indexes of obtained keywords
and tourism volume with different lag periods are calculated. By comparing the obtained Pearson correlation coefficients with the
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preset threshold value 0.6, finally seven keywords are obtained, i.e., “Jiuzhaigou”, “Jiuzhaigou weather”, “Jiuzhaigou map”,
“Jiuzhaigou tourism strategy”, “Jiuzhaigou lodging”, “Jiuzhaigou hotel”, and “Jiuzhaigou tourism”. The Baidu indexes for these
seven keywords from January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2017 are shown in Fig. 9. Similarly, the search engine data of HMA from January 1,
2014 to December 31, 2018 can be obtained, which are shown in Fig. 10.

(3) Weather data.

The weather data of the two tourist attractions were collected from the Tianqi website. The weather data of Jiuzhaigou from
January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2017 and the weather data of HMA from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2018 were obtained, which
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. In the figures, Figs. 11 (a) and 12 (a) are the weather condition data, Figs. 11 (b) and 12
(b) are the temperature data. Since the weather conditions cannot directly perform mathematical calculations, we first convert them
into dummy variables using the conversion rules shown in Table 1.

Since the obtained three types of data are incommensurate, to improve the prediction accuracy, the data are normalized by Eq.
(7). Then, according to the process of constructing training samples in Stage 2 of the proposed approach, the samples for training the
LSTM networks can be constructed.

Performance measures

To evaluate the performance of different models, the mean absolute deviation (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE) and mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) are adopted in this study. The formulas for calculating MAE, RMSE and MAPE can be respectively

Fig. 7. Daily tourism volume of Jiuzhaigou from January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2017.

Fig. 8. Daily tourism volume of HMA from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2018.
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represented by Eqs. (8)–(10), i.e.,
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where xn and xn′ are respectively denote the actual tourism volume and the forecasted tourism volume, N denotes the number of
observations. Obviously, the smaller the values of MAE, RMSE and MAPE, the better the performance of the approach.

Parameter selection

For the two datasets, we respectively use the last one month as the test set to verify the performance of the proposed approach. In
other words, for Jiuzhaigou, we use the data from January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2017 as training and validating samples to forecast the
tourism volume for the next 30 days (June 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017); for HMA, we use the data from January 1, 2014 to November
30, 2018 as training and validating samples to forecast the tourism volume for the next 31 days (December 1, 2018 to December 31,
2018). When training the LSTM networks, several key parameters need to be set in advance, such as time step, number of units, batch
size and epochs. In these key parameters, time step and number of units have a certain impact on forecasting performance of the
LSTM networks. To find best values of the two parameters, an exhaustive grid search technique is adopted (Bergstra & Bengio, 2012).
Here, we take Jiuzhaigou as an example to illustrate the process of determining the optimal parameters. The data from January 1,
2013 to April 30, 2017 are used as training samples and the data from May 1, 2017 to May 31, 2017 are used as validating samples.
The training samples are used to training the LSTM networks with different combinations with respect to time steps and number of
units, and the validating samples is used to evaluate the performance of LSTM networks with different combinations with respect to
time steps and number of units.

In the experiment, the parameters of the LSTM networks are set as follows: timestep ∈{1,2,…,12}, number of units ∈ {1,5,10,
…,95,100}, batch size = 16 and epochs = 200. Since the training of the LSTM networks has a certain randomness, different
forecasting results may be obtained by the trained LSTM networks with the same parameter combination. Therefore, to find best
values of the two parameters, we run five times for each parameter combination. The average values of RMSE concerning different
parameter combinations are calculated, as shown in Fig. 13.

In Fig. 13, the closer the color of the image is to dark blue, the smaller the RMSE of the LSTM networks trained using the
parameter combination, i.e., the better the prediction results of the parameter combination. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the RMSE
shows a trend of decreasing first and then increasing with the time step and number of units increase. Finally, the best parameter
combination of the proposed approach concerning Jiuzhaigou is obtained, i.e., time step = 5 and number of units = 55. Similarly,
the best parameter combination of the proposed approach concerning HMA can also be obtained, i.e., time step = 7 and number of
units = 50.

Fig. 9. The Baidu indexes for the keywords concerning Jiuzhaigou from January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2017.
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Experimental results analysis

Using the obtained parameters concerning Jiuzhaigou, the LSTM networks are trained based on the training samples of
Jiuzhaigou. According to the trained LSTM networks, the tourism volume of Jiuzhaigou from June 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017 can be
forecasted. Similarly, the tourism volume of HMA from December 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018 can also be forecasted. In addition,
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, ARIMAX, SVR and ANN are selected as the baselines. Similar to the process of
the parameter selection in the LSTM networks, the optimal parameters of the SVR and ANN concerning the two tourist attractions are
determined by the exhaustive grid search technique (Cho, 2003). Additionally, the optimal parameters of ARIMAX are determined
through the statistical test method. The obtained parameters are shown in Table 2.

In accordance with the optimal parameters, the three baselines concerning Jiuzhaigou can be trained. On this basis, the tourism
volume of Jiuzhaigou from June 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017 can be respectively forecasted using the above three baselines. In addition,
the naïve method is also adopted to forecast the tourism volume of Jiuzhaigou. The forecasted tourism volume using different models
are shown in Fig. 14. Similarly, the tourism volume of HMA from December 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018 can be forecasted using
different models, as show in Fig. 15.

On the whole, compared with the baselines, the forecasted results of the LSTM networks concerning the two tourist attractions are
closer to the actual tourism volumes, especially when the tourist volumes fluctuate significantly. To evaluate the performance of each
model more accurately, the MAE, RMSE and MAPE of each model concerning the two tourist attractions are respectively calculated,
as shown in Table 3. It can be seen from Table 3 that the proposed approach outperforms the baselines in terms of the MAE, RMSE
and MAPE, which verifies the validity of the proposed approach. It should be noted that regarding the forecasting results of HMA, the
MAPEs are relatively high for all the models, this is mainly due to the volatility of the data.

To verify whether the search engine data and weather data can improve the prediction accuracy of the LSTM networks, we further
respectively use “historical data” (HD) and “historical + search engine data” (HSD) as independent variables to forecast the tourism
volume of the two tourist attractions. The MAE, RMSE and MAPE of the LSTM networks concerning the two tourist attractions are
calculated with respect to the two kinds of independent variables. Finally, the MAE, RMSE and MAPE of the LSTM networks con-
cerning the two tourist attractions with respect to HD, HSD and “historical + search engine + weather data” (HSWD) are shown in
Table 4.

It can be seen from Table 4, on the one hand, the performance of “HSD” is better than that of “HD” in terms of the MAE, RMSE and
MAPE; on the other hand, the performance of “HSWD” is better than that of “HSD” in terms of the MAE, RMSE and MAPE. In other

Fig. 11. The weather data of Jiuzhaigou from January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2017.

Fig. 12. The weather data of HMA from January 1, 2014 to November 30, 2018.
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words, using search engine data and weather data can improve the performance of the LSTM networks.

Model discussion

Historical tourism volume data are the commonly used predictor variable in tourism volume forecasting (Yang et al., 2015). Using
historical data to forecast the future tourism volume recognizes the ductility of the trend of changes in tourism volume (Du Preez &
Witt, 2003). However, this may limit the forecasting accuracy when unexpected events occur or the economic structure changes
(Yang et al., 2014). To further improve the forecasting accuracy, some studies suggest introducing new types of predictor variables in
developing the forecasting model (Hubbard, 2011; Yang et al., 2014). On the one hand, with the rapid development of the

Table 2
The optimal parameters of the three baselines.

Model Parameters

Jiuzhaigou HMA

ARIMAX p = 0, d = 1, q = 9 p = 0, d = 0, q = 8
SVR Kernel = RBF, c = 1, g = 0.01, Degree = 3 Kernel = RBF, c = 100, g = 0.05, Degree = 3
ANN Learning rate = 0.01, Number of hidden layers = 6, epochs = 1000 Learning rate = 0.1, number of hidden layers = 20, epochs = 1000

Fig. 14. The actual and predicted tourism volume of Jiuzhaigou from June 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017.

Fig. 15. The actual and predicted tourism volume of HMA from December 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018.
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information technology, more and more people tend to search relevant tourism information through the Internet before making the
travel decision (Dergiades et al., 2018). Search engine data are gradually becoming one of the main sources of tourism information,
which can reflect the tourists' intention to visit (Yang et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015). Additionally, search engine data have been
validated by many studies as a kind of effective predictor variable in tourism volume forecasting (Li et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2014;
Yang et al., 2015). On the other hand, tourists' final travel decision is also affected by some constraints, which may also affect the
actual tourism volume (Woodside & Lysonski, 1989). Tourists usually check the weather conditions of the destination through the
weather forecast before traveling, and decide whether to travel according to the actual weather conditions (Meyer & Dewar, 1999).
Thus, weather data can reflect the constraint for tourists in making the final travel decision. Additionally, studies have also shown
that there is a certain correlation between weather and tourist volume, and weather data can be used to forecast tourist volume (Falk,
2013; Falk, 2014; Meyer & Dewar, 1999; Otero-Giráldez et al., 2012). Therefore, search engine data and weather data are two kinds
of predictor variables that are suitable for tourist volume forecasting. If these two kinds of predictor variables can be introduced into
the forecasting of tourist volume, then better forecasting results could be expected. It is necessary to point out that when the above
three kinds of data (historical tourism volume data, search engine data and weather data) are considered at the same time, the data
for daily tourism volume forecasting usually have the following characteristics: (1) They have some nonlinearity; (2) They are
simultaneously affected by multiple explanatory variables, and the lag order or temporal dependence between each explanatory
variable and the actual tourism volume may not be the same; (3) The lag order or temporal dependence between each explanatory
variable and the actual tourism volume may vary with circumstance. In view of the above characteristics of the tourist volume data,
the LSTM networks are introduced into daily tourist volume forecasting. The LSTM networks can not only capture the nonlinear
relationship between explanatory variables and daily tourism volume, but also learn the temporal dependence from the data through
the cell state, and a fixed set of lagged observations does not need to be specified. In addition, the lead or lag order of the data that
varies with circumstance can also be learned. Therefore, if data with similar characteristics are encountered in future tourist volume
forecasting, LSTM may be a good alternative.

Conclusions

The objective of the study is to forecast the daily tourism volume of tourist attractions. For this, a novel approach based on LSTM
networks that can simultaneously use historical data, search engine data and weather data is proposed. The proposed approach is
applied to the daily tourism volume forecasting of Jiuzhaigou and HMA, two famous tourist attractions in China. Through these two
applications, the validity of the proposed approach is verified. The major contributions and management applications are discussed as
follows.

Theoretically, first, a novel approach based on LSTM networks that can simultaneously use historical data, search engine data and
weather data is proposed for forecasting the daily tourism volume of tourist attractions. To our knowledge, it is the first attempt to
simultaneously incorporate historical data, search engine data and weather data into the development of the approach for daily
tourism volume forecasting. Meanwhile, this is the first study that attempt to apply the LSTM networks to tourism volume forecasting
based on multiple data sources. In addition, the proposed approach has better universality and expansibility, which can be served as a
basic approach for integrating more kinds of predictors into the development of tourism forecasting model. Second, although the
existence of the effect of weather conditions on tourism volume has been verified, the study on daily tourism volume forecasting of

Table 3
The MAE, RMSE and MAPE of each model.

Model Jiuzhaigou HMA

MAE RMSE MAPE (%) MAE RMSE MAPE (%)

Naïve method 1228.701 1641.417 9.158 1336.968 2140.166 37.931
ARIMAX 1046.324 1336.726 8.115 1254.564 1895.373 37.114
ANN 1047.717 1261.991 8.014 1246.956 1950.803 37.379
SVR 1089.716 1306.267 8.320 1166.849 1877.900 35.455
LSTM 883.963 1154.882 6.667 1040.497 1581.516 34.321

The significance of bold indicates the best prediction results obtained by these models.

Table 4
The MAE, RMSE and MAPE of the LSTM networks with respect to different kinds of variables.

Variable Jiuzhaigou HMA

MAE RMSE MAPE (%) MAE RMSE MAPE (%)

HD 1229.02 1615.477 9.172 1224.666 1878.547 40.183
HSD 1059.923 1250.224 8.313 1125.794 1769.978 39.945
HSWD 883.963 1154.882 6.667 1040.497 1581.516 34.321

The significance of bold indicates the best prediction results obtained by different kinds of variables.
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tourist attractions considering weather data is very limited. This paper presents a way to process weather data and to use them in
daily tourism volume forecasting. The experimental results show that using the processed weather data can improve the performance
of the LSTM networks in daily tourism volume forecasting. Third, LSTM networks are a kind of deep learning technology that can
automatically learn the temporal context of input sequences. In addition, LSTM networks are able to almost seamlessly model the
problem of multivariate time series forecasting, which is very suitable for tourism volume forecasting considering multiple predictors
simultaneously. This study provides an in-depth guide on data collection and processing, as well as the development, training, and
deployment of LSTM networks for daily tourism volume forecasting. This laid a good foundation for the application of LSMT net-
works in tourism volume forecasting and tourism management. Fourth, the effectiveness of the proposed approach has been verified
by applying it in the daily tourism volume forecasting of Jiuzhaigou and HMA. In addition, the forecasting power of the approach
with historical data, search engine data and weather data is stronger than that without search engine data or without both search
engine data and weather data, which may provide evidence that search engine data and weather data are of great significance to
tourism volume forecasting.

Accurate forecasting of daily tourism volume is also crucially important for management decisions. Based on the forecasting
results, on the one hand, tourism operators can formulate tourism packages or pricing strategies to increase tourist arrivals in periods
of low demand (Divino & McAleer, 2010); on the other hand, tourism operators can make staffing arrangements and develop
emergency plans to prevent the occurrence of tourist detention in periods of high demand (Li et al., 2018). In addition, accurately
forecasting the daily tourism volume may contribute to a variety of industries that directly or indirectly depend on tourism (Bi, Liu,
Fan, & Zhang, 2020; Sun et al., 2019).

The study also has some limitations, which may serve as avenues for future research. To further verify the superiority of the
proposed approach, specialized studies focus on error analysis against other methods are needed (Makridakis, Spiliotis, &
Assimakopoulos, 2018). Additionally, three kinds of data are used in this study. In real life, other factors or predictor valuables may
also have influence on the tourism volume (Bi, Liu, Fan, & Zhang, 2019). Therefore, to further improve the forecasting accuracy of
tourism volume, extended studies of the proposed approach based on more factors or predictor valuables could be conducted.
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